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Abstract Last year, we had to defer discussion of two matters that we understood
were of considerable interest, but were still ongoing. Those matters have, if any-
thing, proven to be even more momentous than we anticipated. This year’s article
will, consequently, focus on two of the most noteworthy antitrust challenges by the
Antitrust Division in years—U.S. and Plaintiff States v. AT&T Inc., et al. and U.S. v.
H&R Block, Inc., et al.—both of which were successfully challenged. The Division
prevented substantial economic harm to consumers and did so with sound economic
analysis.

1 Introduction

Last year we had to defer discussion of two matters that we understood were of con-
siderable interest, but were still ongoing. Those matters have, if anything, proven to
be even more momentous than we anticipated. This year’s article will, consequently,
focus on two of the most noteworthy antitrust challenges by the Antitrust Division in
years.

A substantial share of this article will be devoted to the proposed AT&T—T-Mobile
merger. While many other interesting matters occurred in 2011–2012, the sheer size of
this merger and its welfare consequence makes it of particular interest. The purchase
price was $39 billion, the purported efficiency savings from the deal were $39 billion
(making an economist wonder why T-Mobile’s parent, Deutsche Telekom, didn’t hold
out for a higher price), and the breakup fee was a combination of cash, spectrum, and
roaming agreements that were worth an estimated $7 billion. Even in the $160 billion
per year US wireless phone business, this represented a huge deal.
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The remaining space is dedicated to a discussion of the H&R Block —TaxACT
case, which was the first victory in a litigated merger challenge for the Division in
over 8 years.1 As the latest antitrust merger opinion in the federal courts, and one that
resoundingly endorsed sound economic analysis, it is an important case to discuss.

2 AT&T’s Proposed Acquisition of T-Mobile

On March 20, 2011, AT&T entered into a stock purchase agreement to acquire TMo-
bile USA from its parent, Deutsche Telekom AG. After an intensive investigation, the
Antitrust Division filed suit to stop the transaction on August 31, 2011. As the litigation
of that case proceeded, AT&T announced that it was withdrawing its application with
the FCC for authority to acquire T-Mobile’s FCC licenses. Six days later (on Novem-
ber 29th), the FCC issued an order that allowed AT&T to withdraw its application
and also released an extensive statement of the FCC staff findings from their review
of the application. On December 12, 2011, AT&T requested that the Division’s case
be stayed; and on December 19, 2011, AT&T formally ended its attempts to acquire
T-Mobile.

2.1 Market Definition

In most merger investigations, an inordinate amount of discussion focuses on some
form of debate about market definition. In this case, AT&T’s filings at the FCC seem
to have anticipated a debate over whether the proper scope of the geographic market
was national or more local. In past wireless mergers, the Antitrust Division had opted
for a local market definition.2 In this merger many local markets had a local compet-
itor with facilities only in the local area and significant market share in the local area.
However, those local competitors’ national shares were very low, and thus they had
essentially no impact on the change in national market shares. Ironically, this situation
could have resulted in AT&T and the Division taking opposite positions from ones that
each had articulated in past wireless mergers—with AT&T arguing for local markets
and the Division for national.

The truth is that consumers purchase wireless services locally. However, the large
wireless carriers tend to set prices nationwide. They do this even though they face
different competitive situations in each local area that they serve. And, in setting those
national prices, they tend to focus exclusively on the other carriers that offer nationwide
service. In addition, major technology choices and handset options are delivered on a
nationwide basis. That isn’t to say that wireless firms have no scope for responding to
local competition. Infrastructure and other local investment as well as some degree of
local discounting all allow the national carriers to have some responsiveness to local
competitive conditions.

1 On July 25, 2003, the United States won a preliminary injunction that effectively ended UPM’s attempt
to acquire a rival producer of labelstock: MACtac.
2 See geographic market definition in U.S. and State of Louisiana v. AT&T Inc. and Centennial Commu-
nications at paragraph 15 for a recent example.
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Naturally, a market definition that encompasses nationwide service tends to obscure
the competitive significance of smaller local competitors. A local market definition, all
else equal, might similarly obscure the competitive significance of a national compet-
itor. But, of course, all else need not be equal. As the Complaint eventually illustrated
in this case, it is possible to recognize the interrelationships between local markets by
considering the national scope of specific carriers as a product characteristic that not all
carriers can replicate.3 Thus, there can be competition in local markets between a mix
of carriers who have national service (and may be constrained by marketing/menu
costs, say, to offer a common price across all markets) and carriers who are more
focused on the local business.

This treatment of the national/local market scope recognizes that geography can
play many roles. The traditional role of establishing how far away customers or sellers
might travel to seek a better deal is consistent with local geographic markets. People
will generally shop for their wireless telephone service in the community where they
live or work. They will tend to care predominantly about how well the service works
in those communities, since that is where they will mostly be using the service. They
may also care about whether the service can be used when travelling or about the
national reputation of their provider or about whether a carrier has enough presence
in the handset market to offer cool new choices of devices. These latter considerations
are essentially characteristics of the product that are relevant to determining how close
the competition is between two providers. In contrast, the fundamental notion of geo-
graphic markets is really limited to the first consideration: Among which firms will
consumers search to get a better deal.

In the end, this case had relatively little debate about market definition since the
merging parties and the Division were all agreed that local markets were appropriate.
That isn’t to say that there was no disagreement about how important a characteris-
tic national service was, but that was part of the debate over how close substitutes
various wireless services were and what the price effects of the merger would be.
We will return to this issue later in this article. The major disagreement, therefore,
was whether the efficiencies of the proposed transaction outweighed the competitive
effects. The existence and size of any efficiencies was the central issue that would
have been litigated in this case.

2.2 Efficiency Argument

Reducing all of the argument about efficiencies in this proposed transaction to a con-
cise summary will undoubtedly sacrifice some important nuances. Nevertheless, for
exposition, consider that the main efficiency of the merger would have followed from
a better utilization of the spectrum that has been allocated to each of the carriers.4

3 See U.S. and Plaintiff States v. AT&T Inc., et al. Complaint paragraphs 14–21.
4 See Yan Li and Russell Pittman, “The proposed merger of AT&T and T-Mobile: Are there unexhausted
scale economies in U.S. mobile telephony?” EAG Discussion Paper 12-2, April 2012, for a more detailed
discussion of these claims, the issues that arose with respect to their credibility, and comparisons to other
network efficiency evidence around the world.
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Wireless spectrum in the US has been allocated and reallocated numerous times.
Most allocations have used an auction mechanism, with blocks of spectrum defined
over varying geographic regions. For the most part, these license blocks are also rec-
ognized in secondary transactions. Each block of spectrum frequencies comes into the
market with different propagation characteristics and with an ever-changing frontier
of then-current technologies. Consequently, the available spectrum that any carrier has
to serve a customer in a given community is a complex combination of the various
spectrum blocks that the carrier has won or acquired, of the technologies that have
been deployed on those blocks, and, of course, the congestion from other customers.
In addition, there are complementary investments that can be made that increase the
capacity of a given block of spectrum.

A useful analogy is a parking lot. A company that owns a lot that frequently fills to
capacity can buy more land, but it can also build a parking structure with many floors.
Both of these methods will allow the company to serve more customers.

AT&T owns a considerable amount of spectrum. But it owns more blocks in some
geographies than in others. And, AT&T has numerous customers, many of whom
are using different generations of wireless technology. To support those users, AT&T
simultaneously operates multiple networks over different pieces of its spectrum.

One of those pieces is the data network that is used by iPhones. AT&T was for
several years the exclusive wireless carrier for the iPhone devices. The unexpected
popularity of these devices and the unusually intensive data usage that is associated
with them presented a network planning problem for AT&T. Like all carriers, AT&T is
routinely investing to make more effective use of its spectrum and relieve congestion
as overall usage continues to grow. There are various ways to increase network capac-
ity, but as AT&T struggled to keep the unexpected popularity of iPhones from creating
too much congestion, it was rapidly ascending the cost curve for such solutions.

The costs of increasing capacity can be graphed, conceptually, as a rising marginal
cost curve. As mentioned above, carriers can “add floors” to their parking garage: split-
ting cells, improving software, replacing old (inefficient) phones, off-loading traffic to
wi-fi networks, employing microcells or picocells, and deploying outdoor distributed
antenna systems (ODAS) are a few of the major options. The marginal cost of serving
an additional customer in a local area clearly depends on the marginal cost of building
the necessary capacity to serve that customer. Thus a standard model would predict
that lower costs of expanding capacity would lead to lower prices. In some license
areas, though, AT&T was getting further up this cost curve than in others.

T-Mobile operates some similar technologies to AT&T in similar spectrum, and this
was the root source of the proposed efficiencies. AT&T’s customers’ existing handsets
would work on T-Mobile’s spectrum with the “flick of a switch.” Acquiring T-Mobile
would give AT&T a relatively quick path to handle more high-intensity, data-driven
usage without having to make tough choices, such as converting some spectrum from
very inefficient legacy usage, investing in new equipment, or imposing higher prices
on the usage that was causing the most congestion of existing spectrum. Unfortunately,
acquiring T-Mobile and repurposing its spectrum to solve AT&T’s immediate prob-
lems would end permanently the unique competitive pressure that T-Mobile brings to
the market.
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2.3 Competitive Effect Story

2.3.1 Standard Merger Simulation Model

Regulated industries tend to have standardized data, which can often be useful in a
merger analysis even if they are not perfect for the question at issue. A good example
of that is the FCC’s data on customers who port their telephone number from one
carrier to another. These people have chosen to switch carriers for reasons that we
cannot observe in the FCC data. Many of them are probably switching for a reason
that is essentially the same as perceiving a price difference. Maybe they learned some-
thing bad about their current carrier’s quality of service or got an attractive offer in the
mail from their new carrier. As such, these data offer an opportunity to improve our
information about how customers would respond if the price of any one product were
to increase. Rather than simply assume that customers would divert to new products in
proportion to their shares, we can make the arguably better assumption that customers
divert in the same proportions that customers currently port.

AT&T and T-Mobile suggested that the porting data might understate some of the
options. They argued, for example, that customers switching between T-Mobile and
pre-paid service were particularly unlikely to port their telephone number. Ultimately,
one always hopes to empirically connect changes in relative sales volumes to changes
in relative prices or qualities in an extensive demand system estimation. But, even
without a way to mitigate any potential bias, we can ask whether the pattern of behav-
ior that is described in switches such as the porting data is consistent with evidence on
diversion that might be found in the merging parties’ internal documents or studies.

In this case, merger simulations based on proxies like the porting data were largely
an area of agreement between AT&T and the Division. And, as the submissions of
AT&T’s own experts suggest, whichever sets of switching data one uses for such a
simulation the result is economically significant positive post-merger price effects on
both T-Mobile’s prices and AT&T’s.

2.3.2 T-Mobile as Innovator and T-Mobile as Bridge Between the National Carriers
and the Pre-Paid Segment

Another important issue in merger analysis is whether competition in innovation will
be lost. The competition for customers in this industry appears to manifest itself impor-
tantly in technological innovation, as well as in price. Some of this may be network
technology that shows up in speed, or other innovations in areas like operating systems
or applications. For example, a phone that connects easily to Facebook may help a
carrier gain customers in the segment that cares about Facebook. T-Mobile was well-
known for a variety of innovations that may well have been important to consumers:
“the first Android handset, Blackberry wireless e-mail, the Sidekick (a consumer ‘all-
in-one’ messaging device), national Wi-Fi ‘hotspot’ access, and a variety of unlimited
service plans, among other firsts.”5 And, T-Mobile was the first to deploy a national

5 U.S. and Plaintiff States v. AT&T Inc., et al. Complaint at paragraph 28.
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network that was capable of 4G service based on the HSPA+ technology.6 An interest-
ing question is whether these innovations would have continued absent the pre-merger
level of competition among national carriers. Another interesting question is whether
the innovation would have been as differentiated. One might imagine, for example,
that if the acquiring carrier didn’t serve the heavy Facebook user segment, innovation
in applications would not be focused there post merger.

Related to this issue of differentiation in innovation is the overall differentiation that
T-Mobile appeared to provide to the market. Assume that there are many dimensions
of quality, all of which can be aggregated and summarized into one index. The chart
below plots a production-possibility frontier of cost and quality; note that quality is
costly, and marginal units of quality have an increasing marginal cost. We have placed
the merging firms and a composite “local” firm on the frontier.

In this simplified world, T-Mobile customers act as a bridge between the “high
quality” firm and its relatively price-insensitive customers and lower quality, cheaper
alternatives. With the removal of T-Mobile from the market, its customers could either
choose to upgrade to the high-quality package at a high price, or be served by local
carriers such as Leap and MetroPCS, whose prices and service quality was some-
what lower than AT&T’s. Presumably by revealed preference, neither of these was
the first choice of the T-Mobile customer. It is interesting to consider how one might
calculate the welfare loss from the elimination of a firm with a unique cost-quality
combination.

6 U.S. and Plaintiff States v. AT&T Inc., et al. Complaint at paragraph 29.
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2.4 Balancing

The decision to file suit and attempt to stop the acquisition reflects a conclusion by the
Division that the efficiencies could not justify the extraordinary loss of competition in
this industry. The efficiencies were limited in time while the competitive effect would
be long lasting. The efficiencies were also evidently grossly overstated. A sense of the
magnitude of the problems with the AT&T efficiency arguments can be obtained from
the public FCC staff report. In particular, the engineering model that underlay AT&T’s
efficiency claims was criticized by the FCC staff for: (1) allocating costly cell splits to
random cells in a market rather than to the congested cells; (2) over-using ODAS; (3)
assuming ODAS was more costly than internal documents suggest; (4) skipping over
integration costs; and (5) inflating the growth rate of data usage in the network. The
FCC staff concluded that this engineering model had so many problems that it could
not be relied upon for balancing harms against benefits.7

Even aside from these problems, there were interesting critiques to be made of the
economics of the efficiencies model. The parties presented an efficiency analysis that
took as given a need to engineer network improvements sufficient to maintain current
quality in the face of dramatically increased future usage. This was done without any
consideration of what price changes might do to usage. Conversely, the pricing models
used to compare a future with and without the merger took the costs of these network
improvements as given and assumed the high costs of such investment would have to
drive prices significantly higher without the merger.

In fact, the set of models that were presented in AT&T’s filings with the FCC was
so inconsistent that in some markets it assumed that AT&T would spend so much
building a network that would be capable of serving much larger volumes of traffic
that its price would rise to a point where AT&T would actually end up carrying almost
no traffic. Even if AT&T does tend to operate in silos, a prediction that its network
and sales and operations units would be this out of touch with reality defies credibility.
And, in practice, AT&T has shown that it does recognize that prices affect usage and
that the problem of how much network to build and how to price it are two sides of
one problem.

A second issue that was not part of the economic model, but is one that faces many
carriers, is the opportunity cost of legacy handsets. New devices can be as much as
1,000 times more efficient than old ones in their use of spectrum. Investing in handset
replacement (information and incentives for subscribers) is another way to increase
capacity. Carriers may vary in their sophistication with respect to this opportunity
cost and how they set prices to consumers to reflect the usage of scarce spectrum.
For example, prior to announcing the merger, AT&T had already discontinued sell-
ing its most spectrum-inefficient (2G) phones to their post-paid subscribers in their
most congested markets. However, we note that they continued selling inefficient 2G
phones to some customers throughout the merger investigation.

Another interesting feature of the role of capacity in the wireless market that
makes it different from, for example, airlines, is that when a firm begins to “run out”

7 FCC Staff Analysis and Findings at 182.
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of capacity, consumers still obtain service, but at a lower quality. More blocked calls or
dropped calls will occur as the network becomes congested. Thus when a firm raises
price, all else equal, it may have an impact on quality of service.

AT&T put forth an interesting argument in response to the FCC’s engineering cri-
tique. They agreed that the current use of their network might not be as efficient as
it could be. However, they stated that competition authorities should not hold their
inability to manage the network against them, especially considering the very difficult
demand environment they faced. In short, AT&T needed more spectrum to be able to
run their business given their existing assets and managerial talent. But AT&T demon-
strated during the course of the investigation that they may have had more managerial
ability than their legal team gave them credit for. For example, they introduced usage
fees that would affect only a very small percentage of users who generated a wildly
disproportionate amount of the congesting traffic. Clearly, AT&T management does
recognize that marginal pricing affects usage and is also a tool for balancing the load
and quality of their network.

3 H&R Block’s Proposed Acquisition of TaxACT

On October 13, 2010, H&R Block, 2SS Holdings, Inc., and the other shareholders
of TaxACT entered into an Agreement and Plan of Merger, pursuant to which H&R
Block would ultimately acquire TaxACT for $287.5 million in cash. The Antitrust
Division filed suit to enjoin the transaction on May 23, 2011 and the case proceeded
to trial in September. On October 31, 2011, Judge Howell ruled that the proposed
transaction would violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act.8

3.1 Static and Dynamic Competition

With the rise of the Internet and personal computing in the 1990s, many taxpayers
began using computer software to assist them in preparation of their income taxes.
The market for this software came to be dominated by two providers: Intuit and H&R
Block. Beginning in 2004, TaxACT emerged as a particularly disruptive competitor
with creative new strategies. Of the firms that offered a free version of tax prepara-
tion software, TaxACT stood out as an innovator, and as the leading firm in terms of
the capability of the free product. Through a combination of a high-quality product,
a low-priced business model, and clever marketing, TaxACT grew into a significant
third competitor.

In 2010, TaxACT’s product was used in almost 13 % of the returns that taxpayers
prepared with the aid of a consumer software product. Of the rest, almost 16 % used
H&R Block’s product, and over 62 % used Intuit’s product. As these shares would
suggest, TaxACT had achieved a prominence in the market that forced H&R Block
and Intuit to consider it as a viable choice for many customers and, therefore, as a
constraint on their own prices.

8 The Court’s Opinion explaining the decision was issued November 10, 2011.
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But, TaxACT’s strategy had longer-run implications. By aggressively marketing a
free federal return (in expectation of selling customers add-on products such as state
forms, or the ability to carry over information from one year’s return to the next),
TaxACT had disrupted the marketplace and forced innovation in marketing and lower
prices onto the incumbent firms. H&R Block and Intuit had been forced to provide
better value to consumers across their portfolio of products, including developing their
own free versions and strategies that were centered on the expectation of free federal
returns. Over time, TaxACT drove its competitors to make their free products more
capable—able to handle higher incomes and more schedules—because TaxACT itself
was consistently pushing the quality envelope of the free product.

Viewed simply as a matter of constraints on current pricing, one might ask how
much of a concern to expect from the combination of the second and third largest
firms in a market into a firm that would still have less than half the sales of the leading
firm. In this case, that loss of competitive constraint would represent a tangible effect
on the overall prices. Even if the competitive situation had been expected to remain
static from that point on, the merger would have posed problems. But, the dynamics of
this market suggested an even greater reason for concern. Competition from TaxACT
in this market demonstrated the ability of a dynamic competitor to spur innovation
and force valuable changes disproportionate to the competitor’s size in a static sense.
If H&R Block had been allowed to acquire TaxACT, that process would have been
brought to a premature end. The two incumbents—H&R Block and Intuit—would
have been able to return to their pre-TaxACT effective duopoly.

3.2 The Economics of “Maverick”: Incentives and Strategy

One of the significant changes that were introduced with the 2010 Horizontal Merger
Guidelines was the revised discussion of coordinated effects: The Guidelines now
recognize that coordination can take many forms. In particular, situations like the one
in this case can be described in terms of coordinated effects. Prior to this change, coor-
dinated effects were rooted in a single theory. That theory assumes firms somehow
signal each other with price increases that they can all make more money if everyone
goes along, but that they will all lose money if anyone takes that as an opportunity
to undercut and win more business. Firms that have undercut price increases by their
rivals are labeled “mavericks” to reflect that they did not coordinate. If a would-be
coordinating firm buys out the “maverick”, one would expect that the coordination
could now be successful. For some time, that theory was essentially the only way
coordinated effects would be found in a merger case.

During the trial in this case, the Division likened the disruption TaxACT’s entry had
on Intuit and H&R Block to the role a “maverick” firm plays in a traditional theory
of coordinated effects. The judge did not approve of such loose terminology.9 Rather
than merely adapting a label, she concluded that the different structural incentives of

9 The opinion faults the Division for not providing “a clear standard, based on functional or economic
considerations, to distinguish a maverick from any other aggressive competitor” and specifically derided
evidence that TaxACT had referred to itself as a maverick in promotional material as “semantic gotcha.”
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TaxACT would be lost in the merger and that this loss would lead to higher quality-
adjusted prices for consumers. Despite its dislike of loose terminology, the opinion
clearly focuses on the economic incentives that are created by heterogeneous strategies
of the competitors in this industry. 10

Despite having had to introduce some variant of a free federal product themselves,
H&R Block and Intuit still sold large amounts of $30–$80 (relatively expensive) dig-
ital tax products. H&R Block also had a large network of tax service stores, where
the average price of a return was substantially higher. Both H&R Block and Intuit’s
promotion of free products were tempered by the fact that every free product that they
sold cannibalized some of their sales of these premium products. TaxACT did not have
a premium product, and its brand was strongly associated with “free.” Consequently
it was more aggressive about promoting its free product and attracting consumers by
raising the quality of that free product, which led to significant quality-adjusted price
declines for consumers.

By explicitly recognizing that consumers would be harmed by the loss of this partic-
ularly aggressive competitor, the court confirmed the point of the new Merger Guide-
lines: Coordinated effects can manifest themselves in more ways than one. And, by
recognizing that the aggressiveness of a TaxACT is a product of its structural incen-
tives, the court confirmed that coordinated effects are still guided by an economic
theory and not just subjective assessments or loose language in a press release.

3.3 Market Definition

While it was disappointing that the judge didn’t put more weight on the economic
testimony, it is important to appreciate that the economic story was woven throughout
the case that was put on by the Division at trial. The story of how the firms competed
with one another and who they regarded as competitors may have been summarized
most neatly by the economic expert, but the same tale appeared in the documents, in
executive testimony, in competitor testimony, and in the economic analysis. This was
noted by the judge as contributing to a coherent picture of the “digital do-it-yourself”
(DDIY) tax industry in which TaxACT was a disruptive, low-price competitor.

The formal economic analysis was made more challenging by the limitations of the
data, the secular trend away from “pen and paper,” and by the difficulty of estimating a
demand model in an industry where firms give away their main product and earn rev-
enue with an “add-on pricing” business model. The price of the base product is zero,
its quality varies across firms and over time, and the average consumer pays a positive
price. It is an interesting academic question whether the reduced-form approach to
these issues employed in the Division’s economic analysis led to estimates that differ
materially from estimates one might be able to obtain with enough time and data in
a model that explicitly models all of these nuances of the industry. In the press of an

10 We should note that there is nothing unique about the way the structure of the industry in this case
gave one firm (whether labeled as a “maverick” or not) the incentive to behave differently than would-be
coordinated oligopolists. Differences in sunk investments, brand associations, or financial situations are
also ways that in different cases maverick behavior could be generated by the structure of an industry.
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expedited trial, of course, one has to simplify the problem into a tractable form that is
at least consistent with the idealized form.

The key issue for market definition in the TaxACT case was whether tax stores,
accountants, and “pen and paper” should be included in the market, as opposed to
DDIY products, which was the market preferred by the Division. In this case, the
Division worked from the natural experiment embodied in the disruptions caused by
TaxACT and interwove documents, testimony, and empirical evidence to establish that
all forms of evidence supported one coherent picture of a market and of the competitive
forces driving that market. In order to try to rebut this evidence, the defendants did
raise one relatively novel argument: Citing to a footnote in the 2010 Merger Guide-
lines and to survey evidence, they argued that the Division had improperly omitted
the closer “product” of assisted tax preparation.

But a comparison of a whole category of products (every accountant and store in
the United States) to a specific product such as TaxACT software leads to a misleading
conclusion. For a large enough category, it will often be the case that consumers will
divert more of their sales to something in that category than to a product that is actually
the next best competitive substitute. That isn’t a reason to make the only cognizable
market one that includes everything a consumer might do with her money. Overall, the
decision in this case highlights that a comprehensive economic analysis that integrates
all of the facts of the industry is more persuasive to a court than a narrowly focused
analysis that is limited to supporting legal arguments.
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